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I'm Mustafa B.

ArchitectGraphic DesignerVidéo Editor

I'm a Freelance 

I am an architect with 7 years experience. I work as Graphic Designer & Video Editor for 2 years. I have a differents set of skills.


Download CV
Get In Touch
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About Me



Hello, I'm Mustafa BENCHABANE. Graduated in 2013 from the Faculty of architecture of the University of Constantine with architect degree.

Have been employed as architect designer from 2013 to 2020. I worked on +40 projects (both architectural design and 3D Visualization). Simultaneously, I have learn graphic design and video editing by self-learning from the web
(Youtube, Udemy).

Starting from march 2020, after the COVID19 pandemic. I kick-start the freelancing career. I present graphic designs and video editing services in remote job websites.




Basic Info



	
Date of birth:
March 1990


	
Phone No:
+ (213) 775 474 869


	
Email:
[email protected]

	
Address:
 Oued Athamania, Mila - DZA 


	
Freelance:
Available




















My Skills



I acquire a diverse set of significant skills and here the most important competences that I sufficiently master.











ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN



90%













3D ARCHIVIZ



75%













GRAPHIC DESIGN



70%













VIDEO EDITING



50%













CONTENT CREATION



70%













WEB DESIGN



25%


























Awesome Services



We can assist our customers with a wide range of services, some of which are listed below.













Graphic Design

Producing any type of designs: Logos, Brands identity, flyers, posters, social designs, stationery components.














Video Editing

I will Create incredible videos using Hitfilm Pro and Filmora, Vlogs, Travel and promotional Videos.














Resume & CV

Create beautiful, clean, professional resume designs that hotly engage the attention of recruiters.














Architectural Conception

Architectural design of all types of projects: Appartements, Houses, Equipments.














3D ArchiViz

Create a wonderful interior and exterior designs, 3d modelling and realistic rendering.














CAD Drawings

I will properly draw all your architectural plans, sections, elevations using CAD software "Autocad".



















Tools I Manipulate 



I sufficiently master many computer programmes, and this is a list of the most used software in my work process.











AUTOCAD 2D



80%













ARCHICAD



75%













3D Studio Max



65%













SKETCH UP



50%













VRAY RENDER



70%













CORONA RENDERER



45%













LUMION 3D



60%













AFFINITY DESIGNER / AI



90%













AFFINITY PHOTO / PS



70%













HITFILM PRO



75%













FILMORA



85%













HTML & CSS



50%



























100+

Projects Completed








50

Happy Clients








8

Working Years

















My Portfolio



Here you will find a selection of my previous work.
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	Architecture
	3D Design
	Branding
	Graphic Design
	Video
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Golden Square

Branding
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Resume Template

Resume, CV, Cover Letter
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Good Companions

Branding
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BON PRÊT

Branding
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Social Media Designs

Social Design
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Living Room

3D Archiviz, Interior
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Personel Business Card

Business Card, Graphic Design
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Twin House

Architecture, 3D ArchiViz
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Ayat Alkursi

Video Edting, Compositing
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Ruqia Video

Video Edting, Compositing
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Motion Graphics Portfolio

Video Edting, Compositing
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Ramadan Greeting Posts

Social Design
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Modern Villa

Architecture, 3D ArchiViZ
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Lyrics Music Videos

Video Edting, Compositing
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3D Products


3D Design, Product Design
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Instagram Template

Social Design, Posts, Stories
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3D Architecture Vizualisation

3D Archiviz, Architecture
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Social Media Designs Vol.2

Social Design








CHECK MY FULL PORTFOLIO














My Resume



Here some of my experiences during last Years.











Education






2004-2008 Atti Abed El Hafid High School.

High School



Baccalaureat Maths







2008-2013 University of Mentouri – Constantine

Architect Degree



Graduated in 2013 from the Faculty of architecture of the University of Constantine with architect degree.


in my study career, i have worked on projects: Cultural center, Congress Centre, Library, tribunal, Collective housing and Villas. 







2013-Now Courses.

Self-Education



I'm a fast learner and search to collect skill in all fields of architecture et design. I'm interested in decors, graphic design, video editing,3D blogging and web design. But I'm still learning to achieve more about those
specific fields.


When I'm not working on client projects, I'm either reading something, sharing my knowledge with architects and designers on my blog or learning new things and finding new ways to bring more value to my clients.













Experience






2013-2014 B.Moussa Architect's.

Junior Architect



Designing plans for various local projects for architectural competitions (formation center, a civil protection unite, an administrative building and collective housing). As well as showing them in 3D technology, and I
also supervised the completion of eight functional apartments for a period of five months.







2014-2020 CAUD Arcitect's.

Architect Designer



Perform professionally all tasks of architectural design, drawing of plans, takeoff,... Among the completed projects I worked on: More than 30 family homes, Counting quantities for public establishments and structures,
Restaurant, Banquet Hall, Shopping Center.







2020-Now. Freelancer.

Graphic Designer & Vidéo Editor



In March 2020, I started my career as a freelancer at Khamsat.com Marketplace where I make video editing and graphic designs. I sold more than 70 services with 96% rating and gained a good experience that helped me move
to a higher level in my professional career and I'm still working to achieve more higher levels. 





















Clients Testimonials



This is some testimonials from previous clients.
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Royal Marketing

Degital Marketing Company





A creative artist acquires considerable skills. I ordered a video editing service and now design. Skills and performance integration. Nice to deal with you, And I won't hesitate to ask for services again.
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Saeed Hamzi

Influencer





This is the first time dealing with someone who offers me a favour, special and video with excellent quality.
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Jehad Karkour

Business Men





Creative designer. He accepts all the editing that I need, thank you very much.
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Omar Saud

University employee





This is the second time I've worked with him. In addition, a person has excellent maneuverability, attractive designs and is worth paying.























Get In Touch



Feel free to get in touch with me. I am always open to discussing new projects, creative ideas or opportunities to be part of your visions.























Address

Oued Athmania, Mila, DZ














Phone

+213 775 474 869














Email

[email protected]
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I am Mustafa BEN. I acquire a differents set of skills: Architectural Design, 3D Modeling and rendering, Graphic Design, Video Editing and more.
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	Home
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	Testimonials
	Contact Us





Payment Methods 

We accept many payment methods to make it easier for our customers to bother with multiple bank transfers and subject to frequent shipping costs.
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